Students are granted Math 1014 Advanced Standing if they meet both of the following criteria:

- **Math SAT Reasoning Test or ACT Test:** A student must have Math SAT Reasoning Test score of 570 or higher or ACT score of 25 or higher.
- **High School Rank:** If a student’s high school reports the student’s class rank to Virginia Tech, then the student must be in the upper 30% of the student’s high school class. If the student’s high school does not report class rank, then the student’s eligibility for advanced standing does not depend on class rank.

There is no credit associated with Advanced Standing alone. If, in addition to Advanced Standing, a student satisfies a course validation criterion below, the student will get credit for Math 1014.

- **Course Validation:** The course validation criterion can be met in any one of the following three ways:
  1. The student enters Virginia Tech with AP credit for Math 1025 or with transfer credit for Math 1025.
  2. At a time when the student has never attempted Math 1025, the student transfers credit for Math 1025 to Virginia Tech.
  3. At a time when the student has never attempted Math 1025, the student earns a C – or better in Math 1025 at Virginia Tech.

An attempt at a course is a Virginia Tech enrollment in the course that results in a P, a letter grade, or a W on the student’s transcript.